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2 May 2019 

Mr James Voortman 

Deputy Chief Executive Officer 

Australian Automotive Dealer Association 

jvoortman@aada.asn.au

Dear Mr Voortman 

Thank you for the invitation to respond to AADA’s 2019 Federal Election 

Questionnaire. Labor’s responses to the questions and policy priorities you have 

identified are set out below. 

1. A Fairer Automotive Industry: What are the Party’s plans for an Automotive Code

of Conduct regulating the relationship between car Dealers and offshore

Manufacturers?

Labor’s Shadow Assistant Treasurer and Shadow Minister for Competition and 

Productivity Andrew Leigh, accompanied by the Member for Oxley, Milton Dick, 

were pleased to announce Labor’s commitment to an Automotive Code of 

Conduct last year. 

We intend to implement an industry-specific code through regulations under the 

Competition and Consumer Act to deliver clear rules for manufacturers and 

dealerships. 

 The current power imbalance means manufacturers can impose contract terms 

and set dealership expectations which are to their own advantage, making it 

difficult for local dealers to properly look after their customers. 

In particular, the pressure this creates on dealers impacts on small and family 

businesses and can affect how cars are serviced and repaired, and how warranty 

claims are handled. 

Contract terms are often grossly unfair, including unilateral variations of terms by the 

manufacturers, despite the good faith of the dealers and their very large upfront 

capital expenditures. 

The independent code will create a set of rules that both the manufacturers and 

dealers must observe when establishing expectations around dealer conduct. 

Should a Shorten Labor Government get elected, we look forward to the prospect 

of implementing this code in consultation with the AADA and its members. 
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2. Affordable New Cars: Does the Party have any plans to improve the affordability

of new cars, such as through the removal of taxes, i.e. import tariffs and Luxury

Car Tax?

Yes. Labor’s Australian Investment Guarantee (AIG) is a tax incentive, with 

specifications that apply to certain vehicle purchases. 

Our ongoing AIG will allow all businesses to immediately deduct 20 per cent of 

investment in eligible depreciable assets, except structures such as buildings, with 

the remaining investment in eligible depreciable assets not immediately deducted 

would continue to be deductible over the effective life of each asset.  

The proposal would only apply to assets above $20,000 in value. The eligible assets 

would include tangible machinery, plant and equipment; as well as depreciating 

intangible assets for both upgrades and new purchases.  

Although it generally does not apply to passenger motor vehicles, it would apply to 

vehicles under the following conditions: 

• Battery electric vehicles, and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles.

• Non-passenger motor vehicles such as lorries, vans, utes and trucks that are used

to support trade businesses.

Labor understands that a smooth transition to lower-emission vehicles requires 
incentives through the tax system, and the application of AIG to electric vehicles is a 
highly targeted approach. To complement this, Labor will invest in charging stations 
around Australia to support a growing electric vehicle fleet. 

Labor also supports the complementary Instant Asset Write-Off for small businesses, 
for assets up to $30,000. 

3. Rule out Used Car Imports. Will the Party commit to ruling out an expansion of used
car imports to ensure Australia has a safe vehicle fleet?

Labor has no plans to deregulate or expand upon the current framework for the 
importation of used vehicles.  

Labor notes the Liberal Government explored deregulating “grey car” importation 
rules following th e Harper Review into Competition Policy, but ultimately abandoned 
i ts plans in 2017. 

Motor vehicle standards are carefully regulated for reason – we must not sacrifice 
safety and the other protections consumers rightly expect.   Driving in Australia is not 
the same as driving in UK and Japan. We have very different climatic conditions and 

 design standards. 

Labor  has not considered the matter since considering the Government proposal in 
2017.
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4. Consumer Focused Emissions Policy: What are the Party’s plans to lower emissions 
in passenger vehicles? 

 
A Shorten Labor Government will work with Australia’s transport sector to cut vehicle 
emissions; boost adoption of electric vehicles; and help Australians save on their 
petrol bills. 
      
Cleaner cars and transport aren’t just good for the environment – they are cheaper 
to run. But Australia lags behind our competitor countries, whether it’s in electric 
vehicle take-up, or vehicle fuel efficiency. We have ten times lower electric vehicle 
take-up than the global average, and we have no vehicle CO2 or fuel efficiency 
standards. We’re at risk of being left behind. 
   
That is why Labor will set a national electric vehicle target of 50 per cent new car 
sales by 2030. The global transition to electric vehicles is well underway, but the 
Liberals’ failure to deliver credible climate change and electric vehicle policies 
means Australia is now last among western counties for electric vehicle uptake.  
  
Labor will also set a government electric vehicle target of 50 per cent of new 
purchases and leases of passenger vehicles by 2025. This government fleet target will 
send a strong signal to the global industry that we expect cost competitive vehicles 
to be available for the Australian market.  
  
As noted earlier, Labor will allow businesses an upfront tax deduction to purchase 
electric vehicles for business purposes, as part of Labor’s announced Australian 
Investment Guarantee. We will allow business to immediately deduct 20 per cent 
depreciation for electric vehicles valued at more than $20,000 as part of private 
fleets. 
  
Labor will establish an electric vehicle COAG agenda to improve coordination of 
electric vehicle take-up and related infrastructure planning. Labor will also require all 
federally-funded road upgrades to incorporate electric vehicle charging 
infrastructure, work with states to ensure new and refurbished commercial and 
residential developments include electric vehicle charging capacity, promote 
national standards for electric vehicle charging infrastructure, and ensure 
investment in public charging stations meet these standards. 
  
As part of our focus on cleaner and cheaper transportation, Labor will also work with 
industry to introduce vehicle emissions standards. 
   
Australia is one of the only countries in the OECD that does not have vehicle CO2 
emissions standards. According to the Government, this means Australians will be 
paying as much as $500 each year more in petrol than they should be, as well as 
seeing more pollution on our roads. 
   
Labor will introduce vehicle CO2 emissions standards to reduce pollution and make 
the cost of driving a car cheaper for consumers. Labor will aim to deliver standards 
in line with 105g CO2/km for light vehicles, consistent with the US standards and 
Climate Change Authority advice.  
 



We will consult on the phase-in timeline and coverage of these standards with 

industry, including the AADA, to maximise savings for motorists. Standards will be 

applied on an average emission basis and be subject to real world testing, rather 

than imposing blanket mandatory standards on manufacturers or specific car 

models. Labor will consult with industry, including the AADA, on implementation 

details. 

Yours sincerely, 

Australian Labor 

Authorised by N Carroll, ALP, Canberra 
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